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Internship opportunities at HD European Consulting Group

European Consulting Group is a consulting company incorporated in Belgrade. Being the
most  successful  Europe  Aid  contractor  in  the  region  of  the  Western  Balkans,  we  have
implemented with  success  a number of  EU-  and other  donor  funded technical  assistance
advisory projects (public sector consulting). 

ECG covers a broad range of sectors such as Health, Justice, Employment and Vocational
Education, amongst others. Currently we are looking for young law graduates who are willing
to pursue an experience in the public sector consulting, making their contribution for the EU
accession of the countries of the Western Balkans. The project that is in its opening phase
currently will deal with providing legal aid to refugees and internally displaced persons, under
EuropeAid contract for the Republic of Serbia.

Our  internship  programme  is  offered  to  recent  University  graduates,  who  will  have  the
opportunity to help us manage this vast project and provide versatile assistance to the project
team over the period of two years.

The  internship  involves  performing  various  administrative,  research  and  other  project
activities under the supervision of an assigned mentor and within a project team. Normally
the internship programme lasts from Monday to Friday with a 6-hour workday, or according to
current project needs. The program will  help interns acquire substantial  knowledge of  the
project-approach to EU integration and insight into the EU legal practices.

 Your Profile:
 Graduated or senior student with little or no work experience;
 Proficiency in English language (C1 level desired – to be tested at the interview);
 Excellent communication skills and positive disposition;
 Team work;
 Basic IT skills (MS Office, mail);
 Curtesy, curiosity, flexibility, analytical spirit, proactive approach in the given tasks and

solving practical problems.

If  you  believe  your  profile  fits  the  described  positions  you  are  invited  to  contact  us  at
maja_davidovic@hd-ecg.com and send your CV and Motivational Letter in ENGLISH.

Your motivational letter should include a clear statement on how you fit into the intern profile
as  described  above.  Letters  of  recommendation  are  also  welcome,  including  those  from
academic  supervisors  from  the  respective  University,  as  well  as  any  research  you  have
conducted previously or similar.

This internship programme starts approximately in September 2016.

For more information on ECG, please view our website  www.hd-ecg.com and stay informed
about our projects through our Linkedin Group, Facebook page, Twitter account, and Youtube
channel.
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